In closing; allowing for miracles for peace and love to prevail on Mother Earth.

...others with basic needs to sustain dignity; Individual and collective honoring of spiritual, mysterious unknowns of life; Individual and collective assisting and coaching each other for evolving consciousness for caring and peace within and without; Individual and collective practices of Being Authentically Present, honoring and respecting the belief systems and inner life world of self and other; Caritas Process 3: Individual and collective own spiritual practices for inner peace for healing one's relationships with self, others and Mother Earth; Caritas Process 4: Individual and collective practices of sustaining a caring-trusting relationship with inner self, other and universal life spirit; Caritas Process 5: Individual and collective practices which allow for expression of positive and negative feelings in order to listen authentically to another's story and the universal story of humanity; Caritas Process 6: Individual and collective practices of creativity, manifestations of the human spirit for new solutions toward caring and peace; Caritas Process 7: individual and collective teaching and coaching each other for evolving consciousness for caring and peace within and without; Caritas Process 8: Individual and collective envisioning of environments for living and sustaining humanity and Mother Earth; Caritas Process 9: Individual and collective assisting others with basic needs to sustain dignity; Caritas Process 10: Individual and collective honoring of spiritual, mysterious unknowns of life; allowing for miracles for peace and love to prevail on Mother Earth.

In closing: We are the compassionate caretakers of life's creations, of caring and peace in our world. We can follow the Caritas Path of Peace with our individual and collective roles and actions.

PLEASE JOIN ME AND NURSES AROUND THE WORLD BY SIGNING YOUR NAME, AS YOU MAKE YOUR PLEDGE FOR HUMAN CARING & PEACE. Jean Watson